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Middle School to celebrate life, accomplishments of MLK

By Kyle Hein

AMES PUBLIC LIBRARY BOOKS TO IT CAMPUS

The Ames Public Library has a book that will be on the Iowa State campus every Thursday from 4 to 5:30 p.m.
The book will be parked at the parking lot near Moulton Hall and The Hub. Students can check out the book and then return it to the same spot the following Thursday.

Inclusive Ames helps engage community in local leadership

By Ashley Hannon

To HALT SKID

SPORTS

The ISU track and field team will at

place from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the Farewell T. Brown Auditorium at

the Iowa State University.
The meeting will allow those interested to discuss how to get people involved in local leadership, according to a press release.

Fitness in practice this week: Hit.

in participating in the event can sign up at university.coliseum.org.
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DANCE MARATHON: GET READY

The Cyclones will attempt to break a meet-long streak against Iowa in Ames this weekend.
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Get the information you need to prepare for an Illinois State track meet.
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Fair promotes studying abroad

By Emily Schroer
@iowastatedaily.com

Iowa State students gather at Salesforce Hall to learn about study abroad options Sept. 28, 2016.

For many, getting to study abroad is a lifetime experience. Students at Iowa State have the chance to experience it firsthand, with opportunities abroad as far as the eye can see.

There are over 1,300 programs available, allowing them to experience a wide variety of places and cultures. Students are able to find a program that corresponds with their interests and a chance to experience a place that is meaningful to them.

For students interested in studying abroad, information sessions and workshops are available to speak to a representative about their options.

By Alison Boysen
@iowastatedaily.com

The Black Campus Ministries Choir sings at the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Legacy Convocation. The convocation took place Thursday in the Sun Room of the Memorial Union.

Speakers of the night included Marian Hume, former vice president for student affairs, Cole Stites, student body president, and Rowan Rowland, senior vice president for finance.

Coates confirmed that students who study abroad have a chance to develop skills that are irreplaceable.

The issue was published this month, and Brown hoped to explore the accuracy of these ideas in the future. This process was extensive.

Hosting study abroad fairs is an important part of Iowa State and one that is crucial to many students.

For many, getting to study abroad is a lifetime experience. Students at Iowa State have the chance to experience it firsthand, with opportunities abroad as far as the eye can see.

The event brought people together that may or may not know each other. The event was concluded with a short Q&A session.

Students who study abroad have the opportunity to gain first-hand experience in places that are not always represented in textbooks or video footage.
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For many, getting to study abroad is a lifetime experience. Students at Iowa State have the chance to experience it firsthand, with opportunities abroad as far as the eye can see. The event brought people together that may or may not know each other. The event was concluded with a short Q&A session.
**President Trump's Cabinet**

- **President**: Donald Trump
- **Vice President**: Mike Pence
- **Chief of Staff**: Reince Priebus
- **Secretary of State**: Rex Tillerson
- **Treasury Secretary**: Steven Mnuchin
- **Attorney General**: Jeff Sessions
- **Secretary of Defense**: Jim Mattis
- **Secretary of Homeland Security**: John Kelly
- **Secretary of Interior**: Ryan Zinke
- **Secretary of Agriculture**: Sonny Perdue
- **Secretary of Commerce**: Wilbur Ross
- **Secretary of Labor**: Alexander Acosta
- **Secretary of Health and Human Services**: Tom Price
- **Secretary of Housing and Urban Development**: Ben Carson
- **Secretary of Transportation**: Elaine Chao
- **Secretary of Energy**: Rick Perry
- **Secretary of Education**: Betsy DeVos
- **Secretary of Veterans Affairs**: David Shulkin
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---

**Sudoku**

```
3 4 1
7 8 6
2 5 9
5 6 8
4 9 7
9 2 3
8 7 4
1 9 5
6 3 2
```

---

**Crossword**

**TRUMP P’s**

- 1. **President**
- 2. **Press**
- 3. **Pences**
- 4. **Pence**
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- 18. **Pence**
- 19. **Pence**
- 20. **Pence**

**HOROSCOPES**

By Linda Black

**Today's Birthday**

Friday, January 20, 2017

Group efforts are the key to your success today. Connect and expand your net. Take on a new role of a leader or new responsibilities in the formal sphere. Your zeal could show you in a different perspective after a long period of introspection. Your talents and skills are the key words of the day here. Stay on top of your game. Your self-confidence is the key to success here.

---

**Aries** - 6-20
- **1-Peace and quiet are not evil, but they are best left for a day full of personal fulfillment. Enjoy the opportunity to think about your future.**

**Libra** - 7-20
- **3-The best way you can possibly keep your personal energy is by focusing on your relationships and how to increase them.**

**Scorpion** - 8-20
- **4-Choose a position that allows you to be creative.**

**Gemini** - 9-20
- **5-There are times when you will receive unexpected offers to do interesting things. You might find opportunities here.**

**Sagittarius** - 10-20
- **6-Have faith in your personal power.**

**Lemnian** - 11-20
- **7-This is a perfect day to express your personal creativity.**

**Cancer** - 12-20
- **8-This is a day when you can express your personal creativity.**

**Leo** - 13-20
- **9-This is a day when you can express your personal creativity.**

**Virgo** - 14-20
- **10-This is a day when you can express your personal creativity.**

**Libra** - 15-20
- **11-This is a day when you can express your personal creativity.**

**Scorpion** - 16-20
- **12-This is a day when you can express your personal creativity.**

**Sagittarius** - 17-20
- **13-This is a day when you can express your personal creativity.**

**Capricorn** - 18-20
- **14-This is a day when you can express your personal creativity.**

**Aquarius** - 19-20
- **15-This is a day when you can express your personal creativity.**

**Pisces** - 20-20
- **16-This is a day when you can express your personal creativity.**

---

**Success Speaking Hypothetically**

Dwelling on a list of potential problems does little to help you if you pursue the goals you really have. Knowing the problems is fine, but the numbers don’t matter if you don’t take action to solve them. The only way to solve the problem is to face it head-on and find a solution that works for you.

---

**NEWS**

**President Trump speaks during a rally in D.C. Aug. 23, 2016, at the Verizon Center in Washington, D.C.**

---

**Secretary of State**

There have been many changes to the world of finance in the past few years, but the most significant change has been the need for transparency and accountability. As the new secretary of state, it is crucial that you make it a priority to communicate with the American people. This will help to ensure that the American people are informed about the policies and decisions that are being made.

---

**Chief of Staff**

Reince Priebus served as the White House chief of staff from 2017 to 2018. He was instrumental in helping to shape President Trump’s agenda and work with Congress to advance policy initiatives.

---

**President’s Cabinet**

The President’s Cabinet is a group of high-ranking officials who are responsible for managing the day-to-day operations of the federal government. They are appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate.

---

**President’s Budget**

The President’s budget is a detailed proposal for the federal government’s spending and revenue for the upcoming fiscal year. It is submitted to Congress and is used to guide the budget-making process.

---

**Sudoku**

The popular number puzzle game, Sudoku, is a great way to exercise your mind and improve your problem-solving skills. Each puzzle consists of a grid of 9 x 9 cells, which are divided into 9 smaller 3 x 3 grids. The goal is to fill in the cells with numbers 1 through 9 so that each number appears exactly once in each row, column, and 3 x 3 grid.
Vaping isn’t the right solution to nicotine addiction

By Isaac Sinclair

There is some misconception surrounding the term “feminism” that I want to clear up. Feminism is a movement to champion political and economic equality and to label themselves a feminist, has all the facts and still refuses term. And if you’re someone who If you’re not, I’ll give you the ben

B

Yes, you’re correct. I apologize for not being clear enough earlier. Feminism is a movement to champion political and economic equality.

Feminism is a movement to champion political and economic equality. I agree with you. However, there is a misunderstanding regarding the term ‘feminism’.

Despite what it may seem like, it is not the case. Feminists and vaping have similar dangers to cigarettes. One risk of e-cigarettes is that they contain nicotine, which is dangerous. If you vaped and continued to smoke cigarettes, this would be detrimental to your health.

The feminist movement started in the early 20th century and gained momentum as women gained the right to vote. The movement is focused on the social, political, and economic equality of women.

There is some misconception regarding the term “feminism” that I want to clarify. Feminism is not the same thing as saying women should be treated as property.

Many current Trump fans admitted they were against grabbing women as simple “boys will be boys.” This doesn’t mean that feminism is a choice, but corporations must be more honest advertising about these products. Companies shouldn’t be able to convince young adults to smoke their way alive because e-cigarettes are harmful.

And, yes, you can say smoking cigarettes is still addictive, but there is a level of toxicity that all teenagers are currently marketed to. The surgeon general found that between 2011 and 2016, the number of high school students increased by 900 per year, and it’s especially concerning for teens and young adults, it is especially concerning for teens.

Vaping isn’t the right solution to nicotine addiction. If adolescents inhale nicotine, it can be harmful. Advertisements also hit home the message that e-cigarettes can help people quit smoking cigarettes. One of the worst ways to encourage teenagers to use e-cigarettes is by stating that the women in the locker room chatter. Furthermore, Trump dis

The country ought to be ashamed of the criminal violence that has broken out at, or during, President-elect Donald Trump inauguration. Trump’s actions have placed our country in a toxic environment. The inauguration violence would be disgraceful.

Inauguration violence would be disgraceful

By Perryn Spahrer
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The city of Ames recently proclaimed the week of Jan. 10-17, 2017 as Human Trafficking Prevention and Awareness Week to raise awareness about the issue of human trafficking, a crime that is thriving in the area and is going undetected,” Belitsos said.

“Some indicators include things like being overly sexualized at a young age, not speaking on their own behalf or constantly being in the presence of an older ‘boyfriend’ or ‘girlfriend’ who seems controlling. Sometimes the traffickers are in a growing list of things that could be warning right to make a phone call,” Belitsos said.

“For a year, it’s been difficult to identify human trafficking situations,” Belitsos said, because it would typically be viewed as drug trafficking because of the close association between the two types of organizations and the crimes being committed. However, over the last few years, people have been identifying common traits to look for that could help identify victims of trafficking.

“This is beginning in Ames, Belitsos said, referencing his organization being warned about teaching people over the issue are mostly undetected,” Belitsos said.
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**HELP WANTED**
Do you love to dance and like to be part of an exciting and dynamic team? Then look no further! Brikell Dance Center is looking for instructors. To apply, please email your name and contact information to bri.kell.dance.center@live.com or stop by 113 SE 5th for more information.


**HELP WANTED**
CALL A driver needed at T & C Operations, 1511 Halltown Rd. To apply, visit www.transiowa.com/join.php or stop by 111 SE 5th for more information.


**HELP WANTED**
CALL A driver needed at T & C Operations, 1511 Halltown Rd. To apply, visit www.transiowa.com/join.php or stop by 111 SE 5th for more information.


**NEWS**
The following are photos taken in the past week but were not featured in print. Taken by Iowa State Daily photographers, these photos share no common theme but were too good not to share.

**Jackson Cleaning Service**
Call on us at 323-3668

**WINTER CLEARANCE**
**Mattress Sale**
Now Back, Mates! And Brand New Ones! & Fancy are all specially priced for this event!

**WE CAN STOP HIV**
we need to talk about HIV.

one conversation at a time

**POET ETHANOL PRODUCTS**
REGIONAL DRIVER NEEDED IN DES MOINES
Full Benefits, including a modest relocation package and matched 401K

- Monday - Friday, out 2-4 night/week, a realistic 60-70K per year
- Paid – detention time, orientation, and training
- Meet the medical standards of the U.S. Department of Transportation

Requirements
- CDL A, with hazardous and tanker endorsements
- A record with no more than one preventable accident in the last 2 years
- 1 year previous experience in the industry

Contact
Call 1-800-573-5727 (INCN)

LIMITED TIME—UP TO $10,000 SIGN-ON BONUS

Additional opportunities available in our Van and Intermodal divisions

A NEW, LARGE DEDICATED ACCOUNT!

ngoing driver needed at T & C Operations, 1511 Halltown Rd. To apply, visit www.transiowa.com/join.php or stop by 111 SE 5th for more information.